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These limits are for weakly-interacting stable particles that may constitute
the invisible mass in the galaxy. Unless otherwise noted, a local mass
density of 0.3 GeV/cm3 is assumed; see each paper for velocity distribution

assumptions. In the papers the limit is given as a function of the X0 mass.
Here we list limits only for typical mass values of 20 GeV, 100 GeV, and 1
TeV. Specific limits on supersymmetric dark matter particles may be found
in the Supersymmetry section.
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of Dark Matter Particle (X0) on Nucleonof Dark Matter Particle (X0) on Nucleonof Dark Matter Particle (X0) on Nucleonof Dark Matter Particle (X0) on Nucleon

Isoscalar coupling is assumed to extract the limits from those on X0–nuclei
cross section.

For mX 0 = 20 GeVFor mX 0 = 20 GeVFor mX 0 = 20 GeVFor mX 0 = 20 GeV
VALUE (pb) CL% DOCUMENT ID TECN COMMENT

• • • We do not use the following data for averages, fits, limits, etc. • • •

<2.0 × 10−7 90 1 AGNESE 14 SCDM Ge

<3.7 × 10−5 90 2 AGNESE 14A SCDM Ge
<1 × 10−9 90 3 AKERIB 14 LUX Xe

<2 × 10−6 90 4 ANGLOHER 14 CRES CaWO4
<5 × 10−6 90 FELIZARDO 14 SMPL C2ClF5
<8 × 10−6 90 5 LEE 14A KIMS CsI
<2 × 10−4 90 6 LIU 14A CDEX Ge

<1 × 10−5 90 7 YUE 14 CDEX Ge
<1.08 × 10−4 90 8 AARTSEN 13 ICCB H, solar ν

<1.5 × 10−5 90 9 ABE 13B XMAS Xe
<3.1 × 10−6 90 10 AGNESE 13 CDM2 Si

<3.4 × 10−6 90 11 AGNESE 13A CDM2 Si

<2.2 × 10−6 90 12 AGNESE 13A CDM2 Si
<5 × 10−5 90 13 LI 13B TEXO Ge

14 ZHAO 13 CDEX Ge

<1.2 × 10−7 90 AKIMOV 12 ZEP3 Xe
15 ANGLOHER 12 CRES CaWO4

<8 × 10−6 90 16 ANGLOHER 12 CRES CaWO4
<7 × 10−9 90 17 APRILE 12 X100 Xe

18 ARCHAMBAU...12 PICA F (C4F10)

<7 × 10−7 90 19 ARMENGAUD 12 EDE2 Ge
20 BARRETO 12 DMIC CCD
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1. Accelerator physics of colliders 1

1. ACCELERATORPHYSICS OFCOLLIDERS

Revised July 2011 by D. A. Edwards (DESY) and M. J. Syphers (MSU)

1.1. Luminosity

X0 mass: m =?

X0 spin: J =?

X0 parity: P =?

X0 lifetime: ⌧ =?

X0 scattering cross-section on nucleons: ?

X0 production cross-section in hadron colliders: ?

X0 self-annihilation cross-section: ?

X0 spin: J =?

J = 1/2 These limits are for weakly interacting
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J = 1/2

This article provides background for the High-Energy Collider Parameter Tables that
follow. The number of events, Nexp, is the product of the cross section of interest, �exp,
and the time integral over the instantaneous luminosity, L:

Nexp = �exp ⇥
Z

L (t) dt. (1.1)

Today’s colliders all employ bunched beams. If two bunches containing n1 and n2
particles collide head-on with frequency f , a basic expression for the luminosity is

L = f
n1n2

4⇡�x�y
(1.2)

February 6, 2016 16:53

What would we like to know?
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“Up to a point the stories of cosmology and particle physics can be 
told separately. In the end though, they will come together.”

Suggests DM - Standard Model interactions are generic
& 

informs and limits the possible interactions 

Cosmology Particle Physics

L = LSM

+
mq

⇤3
�̄�q̄q

+ · · ·

Steven Weinberg

⌦DMh2 = 0.120± 0.001
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Why should DM interact with the SM?
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WIMPs: canonical example
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Thermal freeze-out mechanism gives observed abundance
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Theorists haven’t stopped at WIMPs…
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SIMPs	/	ELDERS	

Ultralight	Dark	Ma5er	

Muon	g-2

Small-Scale	Structure	

Microlensing	

Dark	Sector	Candidates,	Anomalies,	and	Search	Techniques	

Hidden	Sector	Dark	Ma5er	

Small	Experiments:	Coherent	Field	Searches,	Direct	DetecIon,	Nuclear	and	Atomic	Physics,	Accelerators	
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≈
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Hidden	Thermal	Relics	/	WIMPless	DM	
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Freeze-In	DM	

Pre-InflaIonary	Axion	

Post-InflaIonary	Axion	

FIG. 1: Mass ranges for dark matter and mediator particle candidates, experimental anomalies,
and search techniques described in this document. All mass ranges are merely representative; for
details, see the text. The QCD axion mass upper bound is set by supernova constraints, and
may be significantly raised by astrophysical uncertainties. Axion-like dark matter may also have
lower masses than depicted. Ultralight Dark Matter and Hidden Sector Dark Matter are broad
frameworks. Mass ranges corresponding to various production mechanisms within each framework
are shown and are discussed in Sec. II. The Beryllium-8, muon (g � 2), and small-scale structure
anomalies are described in VII. The search techniques of Coherent Field Searches, Direct Detection,
and Accelerators are described in Secs. V, IV, and VI, respectively, and Nuclear and Atomic Physics
and Microlensing searches are described in Sec. VII.

II. SCIENCE CASE FOR A PROGRAM OF SMALL EXPERIMENTS

Given the wide range of possible dark matter candidates, it is useful to focus the search
for dark matter by putting it in the context of what is known about our cosmological history
and the interactions of the Standard Model, by posing questions like: What is the (particle
physics) origin of the dark matter particles’ mass? What is the (cosmological) origin of
the abundance of dark matter seen today? How do dark matter particles interact, both
with one another and with the constituents of familiar matter? And what other observable
consequences might we expect from this physics, in addition to the existence of dark matter?
Might existing observations or theoretical puzzles be closely tied to the physics of dark
matter? These questions have many possible answers — indeed, this is one reason why

13
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Many candidates outside the WIMP mass range all with SM interactions



Searching for DM - SM interactions
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Indirect detection

Annihilation

Direct detection

Scattering

Collider

Production



Direct detection



Basics of direct detection
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Original aim: detect collisions of dark matter with a nucleus

� �

N

N

Evis

Ultra-sensitive keV energy detectors

Evis ⇡ 1� 100 keV

Event rate: few events / year

Goodman & Witten (1985)
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Goodman & Witten (1985)

Example: the LZ detector

1 Overview LZ Technical Design Report

1.2 Instrument Overview

The core of the LZ experiment is a two-phase xenon (Xe) time projection chamber (TPC) containing 7
fully active tonnes of LXe. Scattering events in LXe create both a prompt scintillation signal (S1) and free
electrons. Electric fields are employed to drift the electrons to the liquid surface, extract them into the gas
phase above, and accelerate them to create a proportional scintillation signal (S2). Both signals are detected
by arrays of photomultiplier tubes (PMTs) above and below the central region. The difference in time of
arrival between the signals measures the position of the event in z, while the x, y position is determined from
the pattern of S2 light in the top PMT array. Events with an S2 signal but no S1 are also recorded. A 3-D
model of the LZ detector located in a large water tank is shown in Figure 1.2.1. The water tank is located
at the 4,850-foot level (4850L) of the Sanford Underground Research Facility (SURF). The heart of the LZ
detector (including the inner titanium [Ti] cryostat) will be assembled on the surface at SURF, lowered in
the Yates shaft to the 4850L of SURF, and deployed in the existing water tank in the Davis Cavern (where
LUX is currently located). The LZ experiment’s principal parameters are given in Table 1.2.1, along with
the Work Breakdown Structure (WBS) for the LZ Project.

Figure 1.2.1: The LZ detector concept.

The LZ detector includes several added capabilities beyond the successfully demonstrated LUX and
ZEPLIN designs. The most important addition is a nearly hermetic liquid organic scintillator (gadolinium-
loaded linear alkyl benzene [LAB]) outer detector, which surrounds the central cryostat vessels and the TPC.
The outer detector and the active Xe “skin” layer, the Xe between the inner cryostat wall and the outer wall
of the TPC, operate as an integrated veto system, which has several benefits. The first is rejecting gammas
and neutrons generated internally (e.g., in the PMTs) that scatter a single time in the fully active region
of the TPC and would otherwise escape without detection; this could mimic a weakly interacting massive
particle (WIMP) signal. As these internally generated backgrounds interact primarily at the outer regions of
the detector, the veto thus allows an increase in the fiducial volume.
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Basics of direct detection
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Need to model the DM flux to extract the particle physics 

Dark matter 
detector

Dark matter flux

Event rate = DM flux    particle physics⇥
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Need to specify velocity distribution and local density to get flux

SHM: simplest DM flux model
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Particle physics signals
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Measurement/constraints on 
1. Dark matter mass 
2. Scattering cross section with nucleons
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Nuclear recoils: standard WIMP searches
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FIG. 5: 90% confidence level upper limit on �SI from this
work (thick black line) with the 1� (green) and 2� (yel-
low) sensitivity bands. Previous results from LUX [6] and
PandaX-II [7] are shown for comparison. The inset shows
these limits and corresponding ±1� bands normalized to the
median of this work’s sensitivity band. The normalized me-
dian of the PandaX-II sensitivity band is shown as a dotted
line.

model to correctly describe events with enlarged S1s due
to additional scatters in the charge-insensitive region be-
low the cathode. These events comprise 13% of the to-
tal neutron rate in Table I. Third, we implemented the
core mass segmentation to better reflect our knowledge
of the neutron background’s Z distribution, motivated
again by the neutron-like event. This shifts the prob-
ability of a neutron (50 GeV/c2 WIMP) interpretation
for this event in the best-fit model from 35% (49%) to
75% (7%) and improves the limit (median sensitivity)
by 13% (4%). Fourth, the estimated signal e�ciency
decreased relative to the pre-unblinding model due to
further matching of the simulated S1 waveform shape
to 220Rn data, smaller uncertainties from improved un-
derstanding and treatment of detector systematics, and
correction of an error in the S1 detection e�ciency nui-
sance parameter. This latter set of improvements was
not influenced by unblinded DM search data.

In addition to blinding, the data were also “salted” by
injecting an undisclosed number and class of events in
order to protect against fine-tuning of models or selec-
tion conditions in the post-unblinding phase. After the
post-unblinding modifications described above, the num-
ber of injected salt and their properties were revealed to
be two randomly selected 241AmBe events, which had
not motivated any post-unblinding scrutiny. The num-
ber of events in the NR reference region in Table I is con-
sistent with background expectations. The profile like-
lihood analysis indicates no significant excesses in the
1.3 t fiducial mass at any WIMP mass. A p-value calcu-
lation based on the likelihood ratio of the best-fit includ-

ing signal to that of background-only gives p = 0.28, 0.41,
and 0.22 at 6, 50, and 200 GeV/c2 WIMP masses, respec-
tively. Figure 5 shows the resulting 90% confidence level
upper limit on �SI , which falls within the predicted sen-
sitivity range across all masses. The 2� sensitivity band
spans an order of magnitude, indicating the large random
variation in upper limits due to statistical fluctuations of
the background (common to all rare-event searches). The
sensitivity itself is una↵ected by such fluctuations, and is
thus the appropriate measure of the capabilities of an ex-
periment [44]. The inset in Fig. 5 shows that the median
sensitivity of this search is ⇠7.0 times better than previ-
ous experiments [6, 7] at WIMP masses > 50 GeV/c2.

Table I shows an excess in the data compared to the to-
tal background expectation in the reference region of the
1.3 t fiducial mass. The background-only local p-value
(based on Poisson statistics including a Gaussian uncer-
tainty) is 0.03, which is not significant enough, including
also an unknown trial factor, to trigger changes in the
background model, fiducial boundary, or consideration
of alternate signal models. This choice is conservative as
it results in a weaker limit.

In summary, we performed a DM search using an ex-
posure of 278.8 days ⇥ 1.3 t = 1.0 t⇥yr, with an ER
background rate of (82+5

�3 (sys) ± 3 (stat)) events/(t ⇥
yr ⇥ keVee), the lowest ever achieved in a DM search
experiment. We found no significant excess above back-
ground and set an upper limit on the WIMP-nucleon
spin-independent elastic scattering cross-section �SI at
4.1⇥10�47 cm2 for a mass of 30 GeV/c2, the most strin-
gent limit to date for WIMP masses above 6 GeV/c2. An
imminent detector upgrade, XENONnT, will increase the
target mass to 5.9 t. The sensitivity will improve upon
this result by more than an order of magnitude.
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The search for WIMPs continues…Direct Dark Matter Searches

7PAAP Update, C. Ghag (UCL) STFC Town Meeting, Imperial, April 10th 2019

Similar sensitivity 
projections from other 

(G2) experiments: 
XENONnT (LXe) and 

DarkSide-20k (LAr, with 
UK participation)

…what happens outside of this normal WIMP mass range?

SIMPs	/	ELDERS	

Ultralight	Dark	Ma5er	

Muon	g-2

Small-Scale	Structure	

Microlensing	

Dark	Sector	Candidates,	Anomalies,	and	Search	Techniques	

Hidden	Sector	Dark	Ma5er	

Small	Experiments:	Coherent	Field	Searches,	Direct	DetecIon,	Nuclear	and	Atomic	Physics,	Accelerators	
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WIMPs	QCD	Axion	

≈

GeV	 TeV	keV	eV	neV	feV	zeV	 MeV	aeV	 peV	 µeV	 meV	 PeV	 30M�	

≈
Beryllium-8	

Black	Holes	

Hidden	Thermal	Relics	/	WIMPless	DM	

Asymmetric	DM	

Freeze-In	DM	

Pre-InflaIonary	Axion	

Post-InflaIonary	Axion	

FIG. 1: Mass ranges for dark matter and mediator particle candidates, experimental anomalies,
and search techniques described in this document. All mass ranges are merely representative; for
details, see the text. The QCD axion mass upper bound is set by supernova constraints, and
may be significantly raised by astrophysical uncertainties. Axion-like dark matter may also have
lower masses than depicted. Ultralight Dark Matter and Hidden Sector Dark Matter are broad
frameworks. Mass ranges corresponding to various production mechanisms within each framework
are shown and are discussed in Sec. II. The Beryllium-8, muon (g � 2), and small-scale structure
anomalies are described in VII. The search techniques of Coherent Field Searches, Direct Detection,
and Accelerators are described in Secs. V, IV, and VI, respectively, and Nuclear and Atomic Physics
and Microlensing searches are described in Sec. VII.

II. SCIENCE CASE FOR A PROGRAM OF SMALL EXPERIMENTS

Given the wide range of possible dark matter candidates, it is useful to focus the search
for dark matter by putting it in the context of what is known about our cosmological history
and the interactions of the Standard Model, by posing questions like: What is the (particle
physics) origin of the dark matter particles’ mass? What is the (cosmological) origin of
the abundance of dark matter seen today? How do dark matter particles interact, both
with one another and with the constituents of familiar matter? And what other observable
consequences might we expect from this physics, in addition to the existence of dark matter?
Might existing observations or theoretical puzzles be closely tied to the physics of dark
matter? These questions have many possible answers — indeed, this is one reason why
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Figure 2. Prospects for probing dark matter scattering at high mass and high multiplicity, given the examples of liquid xenon
or bubble chamber experiments. The (diagonal, blue) lines indicate the usual sensitivity from a zero-background single-scatter
search. However, above the (horizontal, green) lines labeled �MIMP, more than 25% of the dark matter traversing the detector
scatters more than once, requiring a dedicated multiscatter analysis to probe this parameter range. The ultimate high-mass
reach is given by the (vertical, green) lines from the requirement that at least 2.3 dark matter particles traverse the detector
for the stated e↵ective detector area and exposure time. For detectors such as darwin, this limit can lie beyond the Planck
mass ⇠ 1019 GeV.

each interaction, two signals are observed with photo-
multiplier tubes: an O(10 ns) pulse (“S1”) from scin-
tillation in the scattering target, followed by an O(µs)
pulse (“S2”) from electrolumiscence of electrons that
have drifted into the gas above the target liquid. The
drift time is O(1 ms), allowing for clear separation of S1

and S2. In comparison to these timescales, dark mat-
ter transits a 1m detector length in ⇠ 5µs. The rela-
tive strength of S1 vs S2 helps distinguish dark matter-
induced nuclear recoils from electronic recoils from � and
� radiation, which comprises the main background.

A mimp transiting such a detector would produce mul-
tiple S1’s and S2’s, each characteristic of a nuclear re-
coil of relatively high energy in the range of 10’s of keV.
Whether the pulses would appear individually or merged
is determined by the timing between successive scatters,
which is typically the transit time divided by the num-
ber of recoils ⌧ . To understand the basic signatures let us
neglect the fact that tpcs have a much better resolution
along their symmetry axis compared to the horizontal.
Then, for ⌧ & 5 (⌧ & 500) the S2 (S1) pulses merge into
elongated pulses S0

2 (S0
1). There are thus three qualita-

tively distinct mimp signatures: (1) a series of S1s fol-
lowed by a series of S2s, for 1 . ⌧ . 5; (2) a series of S1s

followed by a merged S0
2, for 5 . ⌧ . 500; and (3) an

elongated S0
1 followed by an S0

2, for ⌧ & 500, where the
S0
1 and S0

2 will overlap at least partially. Backgrounds to
mimp scattering will be exceedingly small. Signature (1)
at small multiplicity can be mimicked by the pile-up of
individual single-scatter background events, which how-
ever will happen predominantly at the surface of the de-
tector and thus can be fiducialized. Another potential
background in this regime is from fast decays such as
the 214BiPo coincidence which occurs in the 222Rn de-
cay chain [43, 44], but will be of little concern since the
alpha-decay usually deposits much more energy than ex-
pected from mimps. At intermediate multiplicity, radio-
genic neutrons might mimic the expected mimp signa-
ture, but they do not usually travel at non-relativistic
speeds nor scatter along a straight line. A background to
elongated S0

2 events comes from instrumental sources of
drifting electrons [45, 46], which will not usually conspire
with multiple S1 events to mimic the required mimp sig-
nature. At large multiplicity, tracks from through-going
muons will display much shorter S1 pulses than expected
from mimps, deposit much more energy than expected
from dark matter, and can typically be vetoed by means
of active shielding.

Xenon detectors can probe all the way to the Planck scale masses
Bramante et al, PRD, arXiv:1803.08044
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FIG. 1: Mass ranges for dark matter and mediator particle candidates, experimental anomalies,
and search techniques described in this document. All mass ranges are merely representative; for
details, see the text. The QCD axion mass upper bound is set by supernova constraints, and
may be significantly raised by astrophysical uncertainties. Axion-like dark matter may also have
lower masses than depicted. Ultralight Dark Matter and Hidden Sector Dark Matter are broad
frameworks. Mass ranges corresponding to various production mechanisms within each framework
are shown and are discussed in Sec. II. The Beryllium-8, muon (g � 2), and small-scale structure
anomalies are described in VII. The search techniques of Coherent Field Searches, Direct Detection,
and Accelerators are described in Secs. V, IV, and VI, respectively, and Nuclear and Atomic Physics
and Microlensing searches are described in Sec. VII.

II. SCIENCE CASE FOR A PROGRAM OF SMALL EXPERIMENTS

Given the wide range of possible dark matter candidates, it is useful to focus the search
for dark matter by putting it in the context of what is known about our cosmological history
and the interactions of the Standard Model, by posing questions like: What is the (particle
physics) origin of the dark matter particles’ mass? What is the (cosmological) origin of
the abundance of dark matter seen today? How do dark matter particles interact, both
with one another and with the constituents of familiar matter? And what other observable
consequences might we expect from this physics, in addition to the existence of dark matter?
Might existing observations or theoretical puzzles be closely tied to the physics of dark
matter? These questions have many possible answers — indeed, this is one reason why
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FIG. 7. Experimental results on elastic, spin-independent dark mat-
ter nucleus scattering depicted in the cross-section versus dark mat-
ter particle mass plane. If not specified explicitly, results are reported
with 90 % confidence level (C.L.). The result of this work is depicted
in solid red with the most stringent limit between masses of (0.16-
1.8) GeV/c2. The previous CRESST-II result is depicted in dashed
red [16], the red dotted line corresponds to a surface measurement
performed with a gram-scale Al2O3 detector [17]. We use a color-
coding to group the experimental results: Green for exclusion limits
(CDEX [18], CDMSlite [19], DAMIC [20], EDELWEISS[21, 22],
SuperCDMS [23]) and positive evidence (CDMS-Si (90 %C.L.) [23],
CoGeNT (99 %C.L.)[24]) obtained with solid state detectors based
on silicon or germanium, blue for liquid noble gas experiments based
on argon or xenon (DarkSide [25], LUX [26, 27], Panda-X[28],
Xenon100[29], Xenon1t[30]), violet for COSINE-100 (NaI) [31],
black for Collar (H) [32], magenta for the gaseous spherical pro-
portional counter NEWS-G (Ne + CH4) [33] and cyan for the super-
heated bubble chamber experiment PICO (C3F8) [34]. The gray re-
gion marks the so-called neutrino floor calculated for CaWO4 in [35].

VI. RESULTS

We use the Yellin optimum interval algorithm [36, 37] to
extract an upper limit on the dark matter-nucleus scattering
cross-section. In accordance with this method, we consider
all 441 events inside the acceptance region to be potential dark
matter interactions; no background subtraction is performed.

The anticipated dark matter spectrum follows the stan-
dard halo model [38] with a local dark matter density
of rDM = 0.3 (GeV/c2)/cm3, an asymptotic velocity of
v� = 220km/s and an escape velocity of vesc = 544km/s.
Form factors, which are hardly relevant given the low trans-
ferred momenta here, follow the model of Helm [39] in the
parametrization of Lewin and Smith [40].

The result of the present analysis on elastic scattering of
dark matter particles off nuclei is depicted in solid red in figure
7 in comparison to the previous CRESST-II exclusion limit in
dashed red and results from other experiments (see caption

and legend of figure 7 for details). The red dotted line cor-
responds to a surface measurement with a 0.5 g Al2O3 crys-
tal achieving a threshold of 19.7 eV using CRESST technol-
ogy [17].

The improvement in the achieved nuclear recoil threshold,
in the respectively best performing detectors, from 0.3 keV
for CRESST-II to 30.1 eV for CRESST-III, yields a factor of
more than three in terms of reach for low masses, down to
0.16 GeV/c2. At 0.5 GeV/c2 we improve existing limits by a
factor of 6(30) compared to NEWS-G (CRESST-II). In the
range (0.5-1.8) GeV/c2 we match or exceed the previously
leading limit from CRESST-II.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we report newly implemented data process-
ing methods, featuring in particular the optimum filter tech-
nique for software-triggering and energy reconstruction. This
allows one to make full use of the data down to threshold. The
best detector operated in the first run of CRESST-III (05/2016-
02/2018) achieves a threshold as low as 30.1 eV and was,
therefore, chosen for the analysis presented.

In comparison to previous CRESST measurements, an in-
dication of a g-line at approximately 540 eV compatible with
the N1 shell electron binding energy of 179Hf could be ob-
served. Together with the reappearance of known lines, this
corroborates the analysis of background components outlined
in [11], as well as the energy calibration in this work.

At energies below 200 eV we observe a rising event rate
which is incompatible with a flat background assumption and
seems to point to a so-far unknown contribution. At the time
of writing, dedicated hardware-tests with upgraded detector
modules are underway to illuminate its origin.

We present exclusion limits on elastic dark matter particle-
nucleus scattering, probing dark matter particle masses below
0.5 GeV/c2 and down to 0.16 GeV/c2.

VIII. APPENDIX

1. Study of Systematic Uncertainties

As discussed in section IV the energy scale is adjusted us-
ing the 11.27 keV g-peak (Hf L1 shell). As a consequence
the energy scale is only strictly valid for events with a light
yield of one. In particular, for a nuclear recoil less scintilla-
tion light is produced and, thus, more energy remains in the
phonon channel leading to an overestimation of the phonon
energy. Based on the fact that we measure both energies –
phonon (Ep) and light (El) – one can account for this effect as
was shown in [15] by applying the following correction:

E = hEl +(1�h)Ep = [1�h(1�LY )]Ep. (1)

2

in the first run of CRESST-III.

II. CRESST-III SETUP AND DETECTOR DESIGN

1. Experimental Setup

CRESST is located in the Laboratori Nazionali del Gran
Sasso (LNGS) underground laboratory in central Italy which
provides an overburden against cosmic radiation with a water-
equivalent of 3600 m [2]. Remaining muons are tagged by
an active muon veto with 98.7% geometrical coverage [3].
In addition, the experimental volume is protected by concen-
tric layers of shielding material comprising - from outside
to inside - polyethylene, lead and copper. The polyethylene
shields from environmental neutrons, while lead and copper
suppress g-rays. A second layer of polyethylene inside the
copper shielding guards against neutrons produced in the lead
or the copper shields.

A commercial 3He/4He-dilution refrigerator provides the
base temperature of about 5 mK. Cryogenic liquids (LN2 and
LHe) are refilled three times a week causing a down-time of
about 3 h per refill.

2. CRESST-III Detector Design

block-shaped target crystal
(with TES) 

reflective and 
scintillating housing

CaWO4 iSticks
(with holding clamps & TES)

light detector (with TES)

CaWO4 light detector holding 
sticks (with clamps) 

FIG. 1. Schematic of a CRESST-III detector module (not to scale).
Parts in blue are made from CaWO4, the TESs are sketched in red.
The block-shaped target (absorber) crystal has a mass of ⇠24 g, its
dimensions are (20x20x10) mm3. It is held by three instrumented
CaWO4 holding sticks (iSticks), two at the bottom and one on top.
Three non-instrumented CaWO4 holding sticks keep the square-
shaped silicon-on-sapphire light detector in place. Its dimensions
are (20x20x0.4) mm3.

The CaWO4 crystal of a CRESST-III detector module has
a size of (20x20x10) mm3 and a mass of ⇠24 g (23.6 g for de-
tector A). A schematic drawing is shown in figure 1. The tar-
get crystal is held by three CaWO4-sticks, each with a length
of 12 mm, a diameter of 2.5 mm and a rounded tip of approx-
imately 2-3 mm in radius. The sticks are themselves instru-

mented with a TES, thus denoted iSticks. This novel, instru-
mented detector holder allows an identification and veto of
interactions taking place in the sticks which might potentially
cause a signal in the target crystal due to phonons propagat-
ing from the stick to the main absorber through their contact
area. Since we veto interactions in any of the sticks, the three
iSticks are connected in parallel to one SQUID, thus substan-
tially reducing the number of necessary readout channels [4].

Each target crystal is paired with a cryogenic light detec-
tor, matched to the size of the target crystal, consisting of a
0.4 mm thick square silicon-on-sapphire wafer of 20 mm edge
length, also held by CaWO4 sticks and equipped with a TES.
However, an instrumentation of these sticks is not needed as
events within them would cause quasi light-only events which
are outside the acceptance region for the dark matter search
(see subsection IV 4).1

The remaining ingredient to achieve a fully-active sur-
rounding of the target crystal is the reflective and scintillat-
ing VikuitiTM foil encapsulating the ensemble of target crys-
tal and light detector. Such a fully-active design ensures that
surface-related backgrounds, in particular surface a-decays,
are identified and subsequently excluded from the dark matter
analysis. A detailed study of the event classes arising from
the iSticks and the light detector holding sticks is beyond the
scope of this work; performance studies on the parallel TES
readout may be found in [5].

III. DEAD-TIME FREE RECORDING AND OFFLINE

TRIGGERING

In CRESST-III, the existing hardware-triggered data acqui-
sition (DAQ) is extended by transient digitizers allowing for
a dead-time free, continuous recording of the signals with a
sampling rate of 25 kS/s. Recording the full signal stream al-
lows the use of an offline software trigger adapted to each
detector. Our software trigger is based on the optimum filter
or Gatti-Manfredi filter successfully used e.g. by the CUORE
experiment [6, 7]. The optimum filter maximizes the signal-
to-noise ratio by comparing the frequency power spectrum of
noise samples to that of an averaged pulse (a standard event).
More weight is then given to pulse-like frequencies compared
to those dominantly appearing in the noise samples. A full
description of the method can be found in [8].

The complete stream is filtered with the optimum filter and
a trigger is fired whenever the filter output for phonon or light
channel exceeds a certain threshold value. For each chan-
nel we select a record window 655.36 ms for further analysis.
More details may be found in [9]. The output of the optimum
filter is not only used for the software triggering, but is also the

1 A small fraction of the light emitted by the stick might be absorbed by the
target crystal creating a small phonon signal therein, thus these events are
denoted quasi light-only.

CRESST-III

Detector mass: 24 grams 
Detector threshold: 30 eV

CRESST-III, arXiv:1904.00498
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sub-GeV dark matter in xenon:

nuclear recoil below energy threshold
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Atom emits an electron  
(Migdal effect)

Ibe, Nakano, Shoji, Suzuki, JHEP, arXiv:1707.07258 
Dolan, Kahlhoefer, CM, PRL, arXiv:1711.09906
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Migdal effect: updated treatment

proach [18, 19] (see also [20]). Following [15], we call these e↵ects the Migdal e↵ects. In the

Migdal’s approach, a state of the electron cloud just after a nuclear recoil is approximated

by

|�0
eci = e�ime

P
i v·x̂i |�eci , (1)

in the rest frame of the nucleus. Here me is the electron mass, x̂i the position operator of

the i-th electron, v the nucleus velocity after the recoil, and |�eci the state of the electron

cloud before the nuclear recoil. The probability of ionization/excitation is then given by

P = |h�⇤
ec|�

0
eci|

2 , (2)

where |�⇤
eci denotes either the ionized or excited energy eigenstate of the electron cloud.

In the above analysis, the final state ionization/excitation are treated separately from

the nuclear recoil. Thus, the energy-momentum conservation and the probability conserva-

tion are made somewhat obscure. In this paper, we reformulate the Migdal e↵ect so that

the “atomic recoil” cross section is obtained coherently. In our reformulation, the energy-

momentum conservation and the probability conservation are manifest while the final state

ionization/excitation are treated automatically. We also provide numerical estimates of the

ionization/excitation probabilities for isolated atoms of Ar, Xe, Ge, Na, and I.

The Migdal e↵ect should be distinguished from the ionization and the excitation in scin-

tillation processes. The Migdal e↵ect takes place even for a scattering of an isolated atom,

while the latter occurs due to the interaction between atoms in the detectors. It should be

also emphasized that the Migdal e↵ect can ionize/excite electrons in inner orbitals, which

are not expected in scintillation processes. As we will see, the ionization/excitation from

the inner orbitals result in extra electronic energy injections in the keV range, which can

enhance detectability of rather light dark matter in the GeV mass range.

The organization of the paper is as follows. In Sec. II, we discuss approximate energy

eigenstates of an atomic state by paying particular attention to the total atomic motion.

In Sec. III, we reformulate the atomic recoil cross section with the Migdal e↵ect by taking

the energy eigenstates in Sec. II as asymptotic states. In Sec. IV, we calculate the Migdal

e↵ect with single electron wave functions. In Sec.V, we estimate the probabilities of the

ionization/excitation at a nuclear recoil. In Sec.VI, we discuss implications for dark matter

direct detection. In Sec.VII, we briefly discuss the Migdal e↵ect in a coherent neutrino-

nucleus scattering. The final section is devoted to our conclusions and discussion.
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“…it takes some time for the electrons to catch up, 
which causes ionisation of the atom.”

Ibe, Nakano, Shoji, Suzuki, JHEP, arXiv:1707.07258 
Dolan, Kahlhoefer, CM, PRL, arXiv:1711.09906
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5

FIG. 5. Contours containing 95% of the expected DM sig-
nal from the Bremsstrahlung and Migdal e↵ects using NEST
package v2.0 [22]. The solid amber contour indicates a
Bremsstrahlung signal of mDM = 0.4 GeV/c2 assuming a
heavy scalar mediator (7.9 events). The other two con-
tours are for the Migdal e↵ect: The dashed teal contour
is for mDM = 1 GeV/c2 assuming a heavy scalar media-
tor (10.8 events), and the dash-dot light blue contour is for
mDM = 5 GeV/c2 assuming a light vector mediator (11.5
events). The number in parentheses indicates the expected
number of signal events within the contour for a given signal
model with a cross section at the 90% C.L. upper limit. The
contours are overlaid on 591 events observed in the region
of interest from the 2013 LUX exposure of 95 live days and
145 kg fiducial mass (cf. Ref [6]). Points at radius < 18 cm are
black; those at 18-20 cm are gray since they are more likely
to be caused by radio contaminants near the detector walls.
Distributions of uniform-in-energy electron recoils (blue) and
an example signal from mDM =50 GeV/c2 (red) are indicated
by 50th (solid), 10th, and 90th (dashed) percentiles of S2 at
given S1. Gray lines, with an ER scale of keVee at the top and
Lindhard-model NR scale of keVnr at the bottom, are con-
tours of the linear-combined S1-and-S2 energy estimator [25].

GeV signal and most backgrounds are in the ER band,
so ER-NR discrimination cannot be used to reduce back-
grounds in this analysis. The ER band is populated sig-
nificantly, with contributions from �-rays and � particles
from radioactive contamination within the xenon, detec-
tor instrumentation, and external environmental sources
as described in [24]. For further information about the
background model, refer to [6, 19] as the background
model used in this Letter is identical.

Results.— The sub-GeV DM signal hypotheses are
tested with a two-sided profile likelihood ratio (PLR)
statistic. For each DM mass, a scan over the SI DM-
nucleon cross section is performed to construct a 90%
confidence interval, with the test statistic distribution
evaluated by Monte Carlo sampling using the RooSt-
ats package [36]. Systematic uncertainties in background
rates are treated as nuisance parameters with Gaussian
constraints in the likelihood. Six nuisance parameters
are included for low-z-origin �-rays, other �-rays, � par-

FIG. 6. Upper limits on the SI DM-nucleon cross sec-
tion at 90% C.L. as calculated using the Bremsstrahlung
and Migdal e↵ect signal models assuming a scalar media-
tor (coupling proportional to A2). The 1- and 2-� ranges of
background-only trials for this result are presented as green
and yellow bands, respectively, with the median limit shown
as a black dashed line. The top figure presents the limit
for a light mediator with qref = 1 MeV. Also shown is a
limit from PandaX-II [10] (pink), but note that Ref. [10]
uses a slightly di↵erent definition of Fmed in their signal
model. The bottom figure shows limits for a heavy media-
tor along with limits from the SI analyses of LUX [1] (red),
PandaX-II [2] (gray), XENON1T [26] (orange), XENON100
S2-only [27] (pink), CDEX-10 [28] (purple), CDMSlite [29]
(teal), CRESST-II [30] (dark blue), CRESST-III [31] (light
blue), CRESST-surface [32] (cyan), DarkSide-50 [33] (green),
NEWS-G [34] (brown), and XMASS [35] (lavender).

ticles, 127Xe, 37Ar, and wall counts, as described in [6]
(cf. Table I). Systematic uncertainties from light yield
have been studied but were not included in the final PLR
statistic since their e↵ects were negligible. This is ex-
pected as the error on light yield obtained from the tri-
tium measurements ranges from 10% at low energies to
sub 1% at higher energies. Moreover, slightly changing
the light yield is not expected to change the limit sig-
nificantly since only a small fraction of events near the

LUX, PRL, arXiv:1811.112411 GeV
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FIG. 6: The 90% C.L. limits on the cross section for spin-independent interaction between a DM particle and a nucleon as a
function of the particle mass obtained in the present work. The thick solid red line corresponds to the result from the standard
WIMP analysis. The associated red contour is obtained from the SIMP analysis, taking into account the slowing of the DM
particle flux through the material above the detector. The thick dashed line and its accompanying red contour is obtained in
the Migdal analysis. These results are compared to those of other experiments (see text). Other results using the Midgal e↵ect
are shown as dashed lines. The other shaded contours correspond to the SIMP analyses of the CRESST 2017 Surface Run
[30, 31, 49] (blue contour), the XQC rocket [51, 53] (grey contour with full line) and the CMB [54] (grey contour with dashed
line).

was not technically feasible for computational reasons,
we developed an analytic model for the detector response
based on the simulation of 107 events with input energies
ranging from 0 to 2.5 keV (see Appendix A). This model
describes the probability POF(Eout|Ein) of reconstructing
an energy Eout given an initial energy Ein when applying
the optimal filter algorithm of Sec. IIIA 3. The observed
spectrum of events dR

dEout
is thus given by:

dR

dEout

= ⌘(Eout)

Z 1

0

POF(Eout|Ein)
dR

dEin

dEin . (4)

The measured e�ciency as a function of output energy
is ⌘(Eout), as shown by the red curve in the right panel
of Fig. 3. The calculation of POF and the comparison of
the analytic detector response with results of the pulse
simulations is discussed in Appendix A.

Using the signal calculated in these simulations, the
same statistical procedure described in Sec. IVA is ap-
plied to derive the 90% C.L. upper bounds on the ex-
cluded cross section interval as a function of SIMP mass,

resulting in the red contours shown in Fig. 6. The upper
bound reported in this work improves upon the high-
cross section reach of the CRESST 2017 surface run [49]
(thin blue), as reported in Refs. [30, 31, 57]. This im-
provement is driven in part by the longer exposure of the
EDELWEISS-Surf run, which covers a full day. This in-
cludes periods when the mean direction of the DM flux
(set by the Sun’s velocity) is perpendicular to the Earth’s
surface, reducing the attenuation e↵ect of the Earth and
atmosphere.

C. Migdal Search

As discussed in Sec. II A, the detector acts as a true
calorimeter with equal sensitivity to the energy deposited
by nuclear and electronic recoils. In this section, we con-
sider the case where the WIMP or SIMP interaction with
the target atoms induces simultaneously a nuclear recoil
and the ionization of an electron. The final state com-

Migdal

100 MeV

SIMPs	/	ELDERS	

Ultralight	Dark	Ma5er	

Muon	g-2

Small-Scale	Structure	

Microlensing	

Dark	Sector	Candidates,	Anomalies,	and	Search	Techniques	

Hidden	Sector	Dark	Ma5er	

Small	Experiments:	Coherent	Field	Searches,	Direct	DetecIon,	Nuclear	and	Atomic	Physics,	Accelerators	
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≈
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Beryllium-8	

Black	Holes	

Hidden	Thermal	Relics	/	WIMPless	DM	

Asymmetric	DM	

Freeze-In	DM	

Pre-InflaIonary	Axion	

Post-InflaIonary	Axion	

FIG. 1: Mass ranges for dark matter and mediator particle candidates, experimental anomalies,
and search techniques described in this document. All mass ranges are merely representative; for
details, see the text. The QCD axion mass upper bound is set by supernova constraints, and
may be significantly raised by astrophysical uncertainties. Axion-like dark matter may also have
lower masses than depicted. Ultralight Dark Matter and Hidden Sector Dark Matter are broad
frameworks. Mass ranges corresponding to various production mechanisms within each framework
are shown and are discussed in Sec. II. The Beryllium-8, muon (g � 2), and small-scale structure
anomalies are described in VII. The search techniques of Coherent Field Searches, Direct Detection,
and Accelerators are described in Secs. V, IV, and VI, respectively, and Nuclear and Atomic Physics
and Microlensing searches are described in Sec. VII.

II. SCIENCE CASE FOR A PROGRAM OF SMALL EXPERIMENTS

Given the wide range of possible dark matter candidates, it is useful to focus the search
for dark matter by putting it in the context of what is known about our cosmological history
and the interactions of the Standard Model, by posing questions like: What is the (particle
physics) origin of the dark matter particles’ mass? What is the (cosmological) origin of
the abundance of dark matter seen today? How do dark matter particles interact, both
with one another and with the constituents of familiar matter? And what other observable
consequences might we expect from this physics, in addition to the existence of dark matter?
Might existing observations or theoretical puzzles be closely tied to the physics of dark
matter? These questions have many possible answers — indeed, this is one reason why

13
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FIG. 2. Observed number of events versus photoelectrons
(PE) in XENON10 (top) [22] and XENON100 (bottom) [23].
DM spectra are shown form� = 10 MeV (blue) & 1 GeV (red)
with a cross section fixed at our derived 90% C.L. limit (we
assume fiducial values for the secondary ionization model).
Insets show spectra in bins of 27PE (20PE), the mean number
of PE created by one electron in XENON10 (XENON100).

coil events at current and upcoming xenon experiments,
we have fixed �e to specific values that are allowed by
simple and predictive benchmark models [1, 5, 34–40] and
further below. We consider the DM (a Dirac fermion or
complex scalar �) to be charged under a broken U(1)D
gauge force, mediated by a kinetically-mixed dark pho-
ton, A0, with mass mA0 . The A0 mediates DM-electron
scattering, and FDM(q) = 1 (↵2m2

e/q2) for a heavy (ul-
tralight) dark photon. The left axis for top (bottom) plot
of Fig. 1 shows the event rate for �e fixed to the maxi-
mum value allowed by current constraints for mA0 = 3m�

(mA0 ⌧ keV), while the right axis of the top (bottom)
plot fixes �e so that scalar (fermion) DM obtains the cor-
rect relic abundance from thermal freeze-out (freeze-in).
Clearly, a large number of DM events could be seen in
upcoming detectors. These results are easily rescaled to
other DM models that predict DM-electron scattering.

New XENON10 and XENON100 bounds. We now
recalculate the bounds from XENON10 data [2] (15 kg-

FIG. 3. 90% C.L. limit on the DM-electron scattering cross
section from XENON10 data (blue) and XENON100 data
(red) for FDM = 1 (top) & FDM = ↵2m2

e/q
2 (bottom). Dot-

ted black lines show XENON10 bounds from [2].

days), including for the first time events with ne & 4, as
well as from XENON100 data [23] (30 kg-years). Since
the experimental observable is the number of photoelec-
trons (PE) produced by an event, we convert ne to PE.
An event with ne electrons produces a gaussian dis-
tributed number of PE with mean neµ and width

p
ne�,

where µ = 27 (19.7) and � = 6.7 (6.2) for XENON10
(XENON100). We multiply the signal with the trigger
and acceptance e�ciencies from [2, 23] and then bin both
the signal and data in steps of 27PE (20PE), starting
from 14PE (80PE) for XENON10 (XENON100). The
first bin for the XENON100 analysis is 80-90PE, corre-
sponding to roughly half an electron. We require that
the resulting signal is less than the data at 90% C.L. in
each bin. For XENON10, the 90% C.L. upper bounds
on the rates (after unfolding the e�ciencies) are r1 <
15.18, r2 < 3.37, r3 < 0.95, r4 < 0.35, r5 < 0.35, r6 <
0.15, r7 < 0.35 counts kg�1 day�1, corresponding to
bins b1 = [14, 41], b2 = [41, 68] . . . , b7 = [176 � 203] PE;
for XENON100, we find r4 < 0.17, r5 < 0.24, r6 <
0.17 counts kg�1 day�1 corresponding to bins b4 =
[80, 90], b5 = [90, 110], b6 = [110, 130] PE.

Fig. 2 shows the two data sets in PE and two sam-
ple DM spectra. Fig. 3 shows the strongest XENON10
and XENON100 limit combined across all bins, and a

Essig et al, PRL, arXiv:1206.2644 
Essig et al, PRD, arXiv:1703.00910

• ZEPLIN, XENON10 & XENON100 can measure single electrons (S2 only)
• Also possible in argon (e.g. DarkSide-50)

3

of outgoing electrons are found by numerically solving
the radial Schrödinger equation with a central potential
Ze↵(r)/r. Ze↵(r) is determined from the initial electron
wavefunction, assuming it to be a bound state of the same
central potential. We evaluate the form-factors numeri-
cally, cutting o↵ the sum at large l

0
, L once it converges.

Only the ionization rates of the 3 outermost shells (5p,
5s, and 4d, with binding energies of 12.4, 25.7, and 75.6
eV, respectively) are found to be relevant.

The energy transferred to the primary ionized electron
by the initial scattering process is ultimately distributed
into a number of (observable) electrons, ne, (unobserved)
scintillation photons, n� , and heat. To calculate ne, we
use a probabilistic model based on a combined theoreti-
cal and empirical understanding of the electron yield of
higher-energy electronic recoils. Absorption of the pri-
mary electron energy creates a number of ions, Ni, and
a number of excited atoms, Nex, whose initial ratio is
determined to be Nex/Ni ⇡ 0.2 over a wide range of ener-
gies above a keV [18, 19]. Electron–ion recombination ap-
pears well-described by a modified Thomas-Imel recombi-
nation model [20, 21], which suggests that the fraction of
ions that recombine, fR, is essentially zero at low energy,
resulting in ne = Ni and n� = Nex. The fraction, fe,
of initial quanta observed as electrons is therefore given
by fe = (1 � fR)(1 + Nex/Ni)�1

⇡ 0.83 [21]. The total
number of quanta, n, is observed to behave, at higher
energy, as n = Eer/W , where Eer is the outgoing energy
of the initial scattered electron and W = 13.8 eV is the
average energy required to create a single quanta [23].
As with fR and Nex/Ni, W is only well measured at en-
ergies higher than those of interest to us, and thus adds
to the theoretical uncertainty in the predicted rates. We
use Nex/Ni = 0.2, fR = 0 and W = 13.8 eV to give
central limits, and to illustrate the uncertainty we scan
over the ranges 0 < fR < 0.2, 0.1 < Nex/Ni < 0.3,
and 12.4 < W < 16 eV. The chosen ranges for W and
Nex/Ni are reasonable considering the available data
[9, 18, 19, 22]. The chosen range for fR is conserva-
tive considering the fit of the Thomas-Imel model to low-
energy electron-recoil data [20].

We extend this model to DM-induced ionization as fol-
lows. We calculate the di↵erential single-electron ion-
ization rate following Eqs. (1–3). We assume the scat-
tering of this primary electron creates a further n

(1) =
Floor(Eer/W ) quanta. In addition, for ionization of the
next-to-outer 5s and 4d shells, we assume that the pho-
ton associated with the de-excitation of the 5p-shell elec-
tron, with energy 13.3 or 63.1 eV, can photoionize, cre-
ating another n

(2) = 0 (1) or 4 quanta, respectively, for
W > 13.3 eV (< 13.3 eV). The total number of detected
electrons is thus ne = n

0
e + n

00
e , where n

0
e represents the

primary electron and is thus 0 or 1 with probability fR

or (1 � fR), respectively, and n
00
e follows a binomial dis-

tribution with n
(1) + n

(2) trials and success probability
fe. This procedure is intended to reasonably approxi-
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FIG. 2: Top: Expected signal rates for 1-, 2-, and 3-electron
events for a DM candidate with �e = 10�36 cm2 and FDM = 1.
Widths indicate theoretical uncertainty (see text). Bottom:
90% CL limit on the DM–electron scattering cross section
�e (black line). Here the interaction is assumed to be in-
dependent of momentum transfer (FDM = 1). The dashed
lines show the individual limits set by the number of events
in which 1, 2, or 3 electrons were observed in the XENON10
data set, with gray bands indicating the theoretical uncer-
tainty. The light green region indicates the previously allowed
parameter space for DM coupled through a massive hidden
photon (taken from [2]).

mate the detailed microscopic scattering processes, but
presents another O(1) source of theoretical uncertainty.
The 1-, 2-, and 3-electron rates as a function of DM mass
for a fixed cross section and FDM = 1 are shown in Fig. 2
(top). The width of the bands arises from scanning over
fR, Nex/Ni and W , as described above, and illustrates
the theoretical uncertainty.

RESULTS. Fig. 2 (bottom) shows the exclusion limit in
the mDM-�e plane based on the upper limits for 1-, 2-,
and 3-electrons rates in the XENON10 data set (dashed
lines), and the central limit (black line), corresponding
to the best limit at each mass. The gray bands show the
theoretical uncertainty, as described above. This bound
applies to DM candidates whose non-relativistic inter-
action with electrons is momentum-transfer independent
(FDM = 1). For DM masses larger than ⇠15MeV, the
bound is dominated by events with 2 or 3 electrons, due
to the small number of such events observed in the data
set. For smaller masses, the energy available is insu�-
cient to ionize multiple electrons, and the bound is set
by the number of single-electron events. The light green
shaded region shows the parameter space spanned by
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ner, increasing by 20V, then decreasing by 10V. Data
were acquired at both the increasing and decreasing steps
after allowing the detector to stabilize for 1 minute. This
staggering enabled the study of a 10V pre-bias on the
charge leakage of the detector. The energy spectrum of
the charge leakage was determined by scanning the first
half of each trace for pulses using the optimal filter. The
resulting charge leakage spectrum is thus independent of
the physical trigger threshold.

The measured event rate above 0.8 e�h+ pairs as
a function of crystal bias, largely dominated by non-
quantized SGIR at lower voltages, is shown in Fig. 2.
The event rate was ⇠2 Hz up to ±140 V (±120 V) for
pre-biased (non-pre-biased) data. This event rate is 10⇥
smaller than achieved previously, demonstrating the ef-
ficacy of our SGIR mitigations. Above this voltage, the
quantized leakage rate increased, indicative of increased
surface tunneling at the electrodes (as opposed to auto-
ionization in the bulk). Full breakdown occurred around
180 V, corresponding to a field strength of ⇠450 V/cm
in the crystal bulk and in excess of ⇠1 kV/cm near the
electrode plane.

For the science exposure, the detector was pre-biased
to �160V for five minutes and then biased to �140V for
a minute prior to data collection to allow the detector to
settle. The pre-bias was performed after each data series
was acquired to ensure low charge leakage throughout
the acquisition. As shown in Fig. 2, the event rate varied
between 0.2–3 Hz above 0.8 e�h+ pairs.

DATA SELECTION

From the initial 27.4 hours of raw exposure at a de-
tector bias voltage of �140V, a science exposure of 16.1
hours was selected based on detector performance and
consistent background event rate. Live time and trigger
e�ciency were computed using the laser repetition rate
and the total expected number of laser events based on
the Poisson distribution of the observed laser peaks. The
time associated with the observed laser events was de-
ducted from the live time. This method allowed us to
account for time variation in the energy-dependent trig-
ger e�ciency due to changes in noise environment. We
verified that this method was consistent with live-time
calculations using time stamps from calibration data. An
exposure of 12.6 hours passed the initial, trigger- and
leakage-burst cuts, yielding a science exposure of 0.49 g d
for the 0.93 g detector.

The cut e�ciency for the live time and goodness of fit
cut (a basic �2 test) as a function of the number of e�h+

pairs, neh, can be seen in Fig. 3, along with the laser
and background spectra obtained after application of the
quality and live time cuts. All of our cuts were designed
to have very high e�ciency, and only remove events in-
consistent with the detector response, and as such are

FIG. 3. Top: Event rate for calibration (black) and science
exposure (magenta) with live time and quality cuts applied.
Also shown are an impact ionization background Monte Carlo
model (orange), and the signal distribution for an excluded
dark photon model (dotted line) assuming mV = 9.4 eV and
"e↵ = 5 · 10�13 (" ⇡ 2 · "e↵ at 9.4 eV); the ERDM signals ex-

cluded have a similar form. Bottom: Measured cut e�ciency
as a function of number of e�h+ pairs along with the e�-
ciency model used in sensitivity estimates. The dashed line
in both plots shows the 50% analysis e�ciency at 0.7 e�h+

pairs.

conservative. A simple background model of bulk and
surface charge leakage with impact ionization, shown in
Fig. 3, is an excellent fit to the data below 2 e�h+ pairs.
More complex background models are expected to be ca-
pable of fitting the events above 2 e�h+ pairs.

CONSTRAINTS ON NEW PHYSICS

We used the final 0.49 g d of exposure coupled with the
cut-e�ciency model in Fig. 3 to set limits on dark pho-
tons and ERDM. The dark photon signal model assumes
kinetic mixing between the dark photon and the SM pho-
ton. The subsequent interaction of the SM photon with
the material was computed according to tabulated pho-
toelectric cross sections, giving the approximate event
rate [17]

R = Vdet
⇢DM

mV
"2e↵(mV , �̃)�1(mV ), (1)

where Vdet is the detector volume, ⇢DM/mV is the num-
ber density of DM (for this paper we assume ⇢DM ⇠
0.3 GeVc�2cm�3 [29]), mV is the dark photon mass, "e↵
is the e↵ective kinetic mixing angle, �̃ is the complex con-
ductivity, and �1(mV ) = Re(�̃(mV )) is computed from

1

Erratum: First Dark Matter Constraints from a SuperCDMS Single-Charge Sensitive
Detector

See below for author list

FIG. 1. Corrected limit on DM particle interacting with elec-
trons via a heavy dark photon (Top, FDM = 1) or an ultra-
light dark photon (Bottom, FDM / 1/q2)) compared to the
XENON10 and SENSEI results [1, 2]. The red line is the limit
curve with a Fano factor of 0.155 in the ionization model. The
salmon colored region indicates the systematic uncertainties
due to varying the Fano factor between the lowest mathemat-
ically possible value and 1. For signal models as well as ad-
ditional astrophysical constraints, see [3]. All limits as shown
here assume a local DM density of 0.3GeV/cm3.

In our publication describing the search for Dark Mat-
ter (DM) using a cryogenic Si chip sensitive to single
electron-hole pairs [5], the di↵erential scattering rate of
DM particles with electrons for a given DM particle mass
m�, dN/dE(m�), was computed using the output of the
publicly available QEdark notebook [4]. From this note-
book we obtained an array in 0.2 eV bins of �Ni, the
expected number of events in bin i, for a fixed dark mat-
ter density, data acquisition time, detector mass, and
cross section. In our linear approximation �Ni is related
to dN/dE as �Ni ⇡ dN/dE ⇥ �Ei = dN/dE ⇥ 0.2,
with the recoil energy, E, taken to have units of eV; so
dN/dE ⇡ 5�Ni. Due to a miscommunication, this fac-
tor of 5 binning correction was applied twice, yielding a
dN/dE that was five times higher than it should have

FIG. 2. Total rates R(m�) of DM–electron scattering in sil-
icon for two DM form factors, FDM , corresponding to di↵er-
ent DM models. The blue dashed (green solid) line assumes a
heavy (ultra-light) dark photon mediator. The rates are the
yearly average for a local DM density of 0.3GeV/cm3 and are
calculated with QEdark [4].

been and an upper limit cross section that was five times
too strong.
An updated version of Fig. 4 middle and bottom of the

original publication is provided in this Erratum as Fig. 1.
These new figures also include the limits observed by the
SENSEI Collaboration which were published simultane-
ously with our original publication in [2]. For ease of fu-
ture comparison, Fig. 2 has been added to this Erratum
showing the total DM–electron scattering rate in silicon
at �̄e = 10�37 cm2 for the probed DM models. This rate
was calculated with the QEdark notebook downloaded
on October 28, 2018 and forms the basis of the results
shown in Fig. 1. The notebook has not changed since [5].

We thank Rouven Essig for useful discussions.
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the photoelectric cross section �p.e.. The kinetic mixing
parameter " follows from "e↵ after in-medium corrections

as described in Ref. [17], from which we also adopted the
nominal photoelectric cross sections [30].

In order to project an absorption event of known en-
ergy into our measured signal space, we adopted an ion-
ization production model that is consistent with experi-
mental measurements [31–33] and has the following mean
neh:

hneh(E�)i =

8
><

>:

0 E� < Egap

1 Egap < E� < ✏eh
E�/✏eh ✏eh < E�

(2)

where Egap = 1.12 eV and ✏eh = 3.8 eV [25]. The prob-
ability distributions in the first two cases are delta func-
tions. In the third case, we generated discrete distribu-
tions with an arbitrary Fano factor, F , by interpolating
between binomial distributions with the same hnehi, but
di↵erent integer number of trials. For the sensitivities
shown we use the measured high energy F of 0.155 [34].
We also vary the F used in the ionization model from
its lowest mathematically possible value to 1 to estimate
our sensitivity to the unmeasured ionization distribution
width at low energies. Finally, we convolved the pre-
dicted e�h+ pair spectrum with the experimental reso-
lution of 0.1 e�h+ pairs. An example of a dark photon
signal (mV = 9.4 eV, "e↵ = 5 · 10�13) with this ion-

ization model applied is superimposed on the measured
spectrum in Fig. 3.

The signal induced by ERDM was calculated accord-
ing to the formalism in Ref. [16] in which scattering rates
accounting for band structure in Si are tabulated for sig-
nal modeling. The di↵erential scattering rate is given by
the function

dR

d lnER
= Vdet

⇢DM

mDM

⇢Si
2mSi

�̄e↵
m2

e

µ2
DM

Icrystal(Ee;FDM )

(3)
where �̄e↵ encodes the e↵ective DM-SM coupling, FDM is
the momentum transfer (q) dependent DM form factor,
µDM is the reduced mass of the DM-electron system,
and Icrystal is the scattering integral over phase space
in the crystal (as defined in Ref. [16]). We integrated
this di↵erential spectrum with Eq. 2 to get the expected
quantized spectrum, applying the same energy resolution
smearing as for the dark photon signal.

We determined 90% upper confidence limits from our
data without background subtraction using the optimum
interval method [35, 36], with the modification that we
removed regions of the data > 2� from the quantization
peaks. Given that both of the DM candidates studied in
this paper produced quantized signals, this ensured that
the optimum interval method considered only the data
likely to resemble the signals studied. Figure 4 shows
the optimum interval limits for dark photon absorption

FIG. 4. Top: Limits on dark photon kinetic mixing compared
to the results from DAMIC, XENON10 and XENON100 [20,
and references therein]. Middle (Bottom): Limit on DM in-
teracting with electrons via a heavy dark photon (FDM =
1) (ultra-light dark photon (FDM / 1/q2)) compared to the
XENON10 results [1]. The red line is the limit curve with a
Fano factor of 0.155. The salmon colored region indicates the
systematic uncertainties due to varying the Fano factor in the
ionization model between the lowest mathematically possible
value and 1, as well as from uncertainties in the photoelectric
cross section for dark photon absorption. For signal models
as well as additional astrophysical constraints, see Ref. [3].

and ERDM coupling via light and heavy mediators. The
salmon-colored band around the exclusion limit repre-
sents the sensitivity to details of the photoelectric cross-
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FIG. 1: Mass ranges for dark matter and mediator particle candidates, experimental anomalies,
and search techniques described in this document. All mass ranges are merely representative; for
details, see the text. The QCD axion mass upper bound is set by supernova constraints, and
may be significantly raised by astrophysical uncertainties. Axion-like dark matter may also have
lower masses than depicted. Ultralight Dark Matter and Hidden Sector Dark Matter are broad
frameworks. Mass ranges corresponding to various production mechanisms within each framework
are shown and are discussed in Sec. II. The Beryllium-8, muon (g � 2), and small-scale structure
anomalies are described in VII. The search techniques of Coherent Field Searches, Direct Detection,
and Accelerators are described in Secs. V, IV, and VI, respectively, and Nuclear and Atomic Physics
and Microlensing searches are described in Sec. VII.

II. SCIENCE CASE FOR A PROGRAM OF SMALL EXPERIMENTS

Given the wide range of possible dark matter candidates, it is useful to focus the search
for dark matter by putting it in the context of what is known about our cosmological history
and the interactions of the Standard Model, by posing questions like: What is the (particle
physics) origin of the dark matter particles’ mass? What is the (cosmological) origin of
the abundance of dark matter seen today? How do dark matter particles interact, both
with one another and with the constituents of familiar matter? And what other observable
consequences might we expect from this physics, in addition to the existence of dark matter?
Might existing observations or theoretical puzzles be closely tied to the physics of dark
matter? These questions have many possible answers — indeed, this is one reason why
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FIG. 1. A summary of constraints on the dark photon kinetic mixing parameter κ as a function of vector mass mV (see Secs. 2 and 3
for the details). The thick lines exclude the region above for dark photons with dark matter relic density. The solid (dashed) line is from
XENON10 (XENON100); the limit from XMASS is taken from [25]. The dash-dotted lines show our newly derived constraints on the
diffuse γ-ray flux from V → 3γ decays, assuming that decays contribute 100% (thick line) or 10% (thin line) to the observed flux. The
thick dotted line is the corresponding constraint from CMB energy injection. Shaded regions depict (previously considered) astrophysical
constraints that are independent of the dark photon relic density. The limits from anomalous energy loss in the sun (sun), horizontal
branch stars (HB), and red giant stars (RG) are labeled. The shaded region that is mostly inside the solar constraint is the XENON10
limit derived from the solar flux [31].

In this paper, we consider ‘dark photon dark matter’
generated through inflationary perturbations, or possibly
other non-thermal mechanisms. While existing proposals
to detect dark photons address the range of masses be-
lowO(meV), we will investigate the sensitivity of existing
WIMP-search experiments to dark photon dark matter
with mass in the 10 eV - 100 keV window. As we will
show, the coupling constant of the dark photon to elec-
trons, eκ, can be probed to exquisitely low values, down
to mixing angles as low as κ ∼ O(10−15). Furthermore,
sensitivity to this mixing could be improved with careful
analysis of the ‘ionization-only’ signal available to a va-
riety of DM experiments. The sensitivity of liquid xenon
experiments to vector particles has already been explored
in [17] and many experiments have already reported rel-
evant analyses [18–25]. While we concentrate on the
Stuckelberg-type mass for the vector field, our treatment
of direct detection of V will equally apply to the Higgsed
version of the model. Moreover, the existence of a Higgs
field charged under U(1)′ opens up additional possibil-
ities for achieving the required cosmological abundance
of V .

The rest of this work is organized as follows. In Sec. 2
we introduce the dark photon model in some more detail,
describe existing constraints, and reconsider indirect lim-
its. In Sec. 3 we compile the relevant formulæ for direct

detection, confront the model with existing direct detec-
tion results and derive constraints on the mixing angle
κ. The results are summarized in Fig. 1, which shows
the new direct detection limits in comparison to various
astrophysical constraints. In Sec. 4, we provide a gen-
eral discussion of super-weakly coupled DM, and possi-
ble improvements in sensitivity to (sub-)keV-scale DM
particles.

2. DARK PHOTON DARK MATTER

It has been well-known since 1980s that the SM allows
for a natural UV-complete extension by a new massive or
massless U(1)′ field, coupled to the SM hypercharge U(1)
via the kinetic mixing term [26]. Below the electroweak
scale, the effective kinetic mixing of strength κ between
the dark photon (V ) and photon (A) with respective field
strengths Vµν and Fµν is the most relevant,

L = −
1

4
F 2
µν −

1

4
V 2
µν −

κ

2
FµνV

µν +
m2

V

2
VµV

µ + eJµ
emAµ,

(1)

where Jµ
em is the electromagnetic current and mV is the

dark photon mass. This model has been under signif-
icant scrutiny over the last few years, as the minimal
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FIG. 1: Mass ranges for dark matter and mediator particle candidates, experimental anomalies,
and search techniques described in this document. All mass ranges are merely representative; for
details, see the text. The QCD axion mass upper bound is set by supernova constraints, and
may be significantly raised by astrophysical uncertainties. Axion-like dark matter may also have
lower masses than depicted. Ultralight Dark Matter and Hidden Sector Dark Matter are broad
frameworks. Mass ranges corresponding to various production mechanisms within each framework
are shown and are discussed in Sec. II. The Beryllium-8, muon (g � 2), and small-scale structure
anomalies are described in VII. The search techniques of Coherent Field Searches, Direct Detection,
and Accelerators are described in Secs. V, IV, and VI, respectively, and Nuclear and Atomic Physics
and Microlensing searches are described in Sec. VII.

II. SCIENCE CASE FOR A PROGRAM OF SMALL EXPERIMENTS

Given the wide range of possible dark matter candidates, it is useful to focus the search
for dark matter by putting it in the context of what is known about our cosmological history
and the interactions of the Standard Model, by posing questions like: What is the (particle
physics) origin of the dark matter particles’ mass? What is the (cosmological) origin of
the abundance of dark matter seen today? How do dark matter particles interact, both
with one another and with the constituents of familiar matter? And what other observable
consequences might we expect from this physics, in addition to the existence of dark matter?
Might existing observations or theoretical puzzles be closely tied to the physics of dark
matter? These questions have many possible answers — indeed, this is one reason why
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2

like) momentum transfer in the collision is given by Q2 =
2m�T�. For isotropic CR-DM scattering, both T� and
Q2 thus follow a flat distribution, with T� ranging from
0 to Tmax

� . Inverting Eq. (1) gives the minimal incoming
CR energy required to obtain a DM recoil energy T�:

Tmin

i =

✓
T�

2
�mi

◆"
1±

s

1 +
2T�

m�

(mi+m�)
2

(2mi�T�)
2

#
, (2)

where the + (�) sign applies for T� > 2mi (T� < 2mi).
The local interstellar (LIS) population of CRs is well

measured and typically described by their di↵erential in-
tensity dI/dR, where R is the particle’s rigidity. We
adopt parameterizations [16, 17] for dIi/dRi of protons
and 4He nuclei, the two dominant CR components. The
di↵erential CR flux (number of particles per area, ki-
netic energy and time) is then obtained as d�/dT =
4⇡ (dR/dT ) (dI/dR). For an elastic scattering cross sec-
tion ��i, the collision rate of CR particles i with energy in
the range [Ti, Ti + dTi] inside a volume dV thus becomes

d�CRi!� = ��i ⇥
⇢�
m�

d�LIS
i

dTi
dTidV . (3)

The resulting CR-induced DM flux is thus obtained by
dividing by 4⇡d2, where d is the distance to the source,
implying that the volume integration reduces to an an-
gular average over a line-of-sight integral:

d��

dTi
=

Z
d⌦

4⇡

Z

l.o.s.
d` ��i

⇢�
m�

d�i

dTi
⌘ ��i

⇢local�

m�

d�LIS
i

dTi
De↵ .(4)

In the second step, we have introduced an e↵ective dis-
tance out to which we take into account CRs as the source
of a possible high-velocity tail in the DM velocity dis-
tribution. Assuming an NFW profile [18] for the DM
distribution and a homogeneous CR distribution, e.g.,
performing the full line-of-sight integration out to 1 kpc
(10 kpc) results in De↵ = 0.997 kpc (De↵ = 8.02 kpc).
While the simplest models indeed assume homogeneous
CR di↵usion, with the di↵usion zone stretching out to at
least several kpc from the galactic disk [19–21], we note
that our e↵ective parameter De↵ in principle also covers
situations with inhomogeneous di↵usion coe�cients. Us-
ing Eq. (1), we can finally express the DM flux in terms
of the DM energy by integrating over all CR energies Ti:

d��

dT�
=

Z 1

0

dTi
d��

dTi

1

Tmax
� (Ti)

⇥
⇥
Tmax

� (Ti)� T�

⇤
. (5)

The flat distribution over recoil energies that follows
from Eq. (1) for isotropic scattering is an assumption
that we modify by the inclusion of the hadronic elastic
scattering form-factor in the simplest dipole form [22],

Gi(Q
2) = 1/(1 +Q2/⇤2

i )
2 . (6)

Here, ⇤i scales inversely proportional with the charge
radius and is hence smaller for heavier nuclei; for proton
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FIG. 1. Expected flux of CRDM for di↵erent DM masses
m� = 0.001, 0.01, 0.1, 1, 10GeV (from top to bottom). Dotted
lines show the contribution from CR proton scattering alone.
The flux is directly proportional to the elastic scattering cross
section, here chosen as �� = 10�30 cm2. In the inset, we
compare the corresponding 1D velocity distributions f(v) to
that of the standard halo model (dashed line).

(Helium) scattering due to a vector current, one has ⇤p '

770MeV (⇤He ' 410MeV) [23]). We thus relate the
scattering cross section to that in the point-like limit by

d��i

d⌦
=

d��i

d⌦

����
Q2=0

G2

i (2m�T�) . (7)

Putting everything together, we expect the following
CR-induced DM flux:

d��

dT�
= De↵

⇢local�

m�
⇥ (8)

⇥

X

i

�0

�i G
2

i (2m�T�)

Z 1

Tmin
i

dTi
d�LIS

i /dTi

Tmax
� (Ti)

.

Here, we only include i 2 {p, 4He} in the sum. In
Fig. 1 we plot these CRDM fluxes for various DM masses,
for spin-independent �� = �n = �p. The contribution
from Helium can be even larger than that from pro-
tons, but is formfactor-suppressed at large recoil ener-
gies. The flux is related to the 1D velocity distribu-
tion f(v), more familiar in the context of direct DM
searches, as f(v) = m2

�(⇢
local

� )�1�3d��/dT�. For illus-
tration, we compare this to the Maxwellian distribution
of the standard halo model [24], displayed as a dashed line
in the inset. As expected, the CRDM population peaks
at (semi-)relativistic velocities, and is highly subdomi-
nant at the galactic DM velocities typically considered.

Step 2: Attenuation of CRDM flux.— Very large
scattering cross sections generally constitute a blind spot
for direct DM detection, because they would lead to a sig-
nificant attenuation of the DM flux from the top of the
atmosphere to the location of the detector [25–29]. The
degradation in energy should also occur for the CRDM

DM kinetic energy

DM speed
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FIG. 2. Constraints on spin-independent DM-nucleon scat-
tering imposed by the XENON-1T and MiniBooNE experi-
ments. Solid (dashed) lines assume a CR density that equals,
on average, the local value out to a distance of 1 kpc (10 kpc).
We compare our limits to those deriving from CMB ob-
servations [31], gas cloud cooling [32], the X-ray Quantum
Calorimeter experiment (XQC) [33], and a selection of direct
detection experiments [35–37] after taking into account the
absorption of DM in soil and atmosphere [28].

For the recent Xenon 1T data (Fig. 5 of [6]), e.g., one has
�SI,lim
DM

/mWIMP = 8.3·10�49 cm2/GeV form� & 100GeV,
and TXe 2 [4.9, 40.9] keV implies  ' 0.23. The resulting
limits on �� are shown in Fig. 2, for di↵erent assumptions
about the size of the di↵usion zone (with solid lines corre-
sponding to an ultra-conservative choice). For small DM
masses these limits exclude cross sections in the range
10�31 cm2 . �SI

� . 10�28 cm2, almost independently of
m�. Clearly, these constraints are highly complementary
to existing limits on light DM [28, 31–33]. Direct de-
tection of light energetic dark sector particles was also
discussed in Ref. [34].

Due to its shallow location, MiniBooNE [38] gives a
particular advantage in limiting CRDM fluxes with large
scattering cross sections that prevent � from reaching
deeply placed experiments. We utilize the measure-
ment of elastic ⌫ � p scattering [39], and a recent DM
run [40] that allows to extract the beam-unrelated scat-
tering rate. Requiring the scattering rate of CRDM on
protons at MiniBooNE depth not to exceed the beam-
unrelated background, we obtain

�p(Tp > 35MeV) < 1.5⇥ 10�32 s�1. (17)

This additional exclusion region is also shown in Fig. 2.
Strong constraints on spin-dependent scattering, fi-

nally, can be obtained from proton upscattering by
CRDM in neutrino detectors like Borexino [44]. From a
search for events with higher energy than solar neutrino
scattering [45, 46], we deduce that the limiting scattering
rate per proton is

�p(Te > 12.5MeV) < 2⇥ 10�39 s�1. (18)

FIG. 3. Constraints on the spin-dependent part of the
cross section imposed by the Borexino experiment. Solid and
dashed lines as in Fig. 2. Dotted lines result from adopting the
much greater stopping power expected for spin-independent
scattering (so this contour also applies to �SI). For compari-
son, we also indicate limits from the direct detection experi-
ments CDMS light [41], PICO60 [42] and PICASSO [43].

To apply this limit, we need to convert the proton recoil
energy to an apparent electron Te equivalent. For liquid
scintillators the recoil energy of the nucleus, TN , and the
detected energy Te are related by the empirical law

Te(TN ) =

Z TN

0

dTN

1 + kBhdTN/dxi
, (19)

where kB is a material-dependent constant. Follow-
ing the procedure outlined in Ref. [47], and thus us-
ing PSTAR tables from http://physics.nist.gov for
hdTN/dxi, we numerically tabulate and invert Eq. (19)
for pseudocumene (the scintillator used by Borexino).
The resulting constraint on spin-dependent scattering is
plotted in Fig. 3. Here the CRDM component is pro-
duced exclusively by p � � collisions, since 4He nuclei
do not carry spin. For the mean free path in Eq. (10),
we assumed exclusively elastic scattering on nuclei as de-
rived from spin-dependent couplings �� = �n = �p to
nucleons (dashed and solid lines). In reality, quasi-elastic
scattering on nucleons would dominate for energy trans-
fers above typical nuclear binding energies. While a full
treatment of these processes is beyond the scope of this
work, we indicate for comparison (dotted lines) the limits
that would result in the extreme case of adopting a stop-
ping power as e�cient as in the case of spin-independent
scattering, c.f. Eq. (13). For m� . 0.5GeV we thus find
highly competitive limits on (both spin-independent and)
spin-dependent scattering with protons, independent of
the attenuation of the CRDM flux.

Conclusions.— We have shown that the DM-nucleon
interaction cross section �� necessarily generates a small
but very energetic component of the DM flux, the
CRDM. Subsequent scattering of CRDM in DM and neu-
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FIG. 1: Mass ranges for dark matter and mediator particle candidates, experimental anomalies,
and search techniques described in this document. All mass ranges are merely representative; for
details, see the text. The QCD axion mass upper bound is set by supernova constraints, and
may be significantly raised by astrophysical uncertainties. Axion-like dark matter may also have
lower masses than depicted. Ultralight Dark Matter and Hidden Sector Dark Matter are broad
frameworks. Mass ranges corresponding to various production mechanisms within each framework
are shown and are discussed in Sec. II. The Beryllium-8, muon (g � 2), and small-scale structure
anomalies are described in VII. The search techniques of Coherent Field Searches, Direct Detection,
and Accelerators are described in Secs. V, IV, and VI, respectively, and Nuclear and Atomic Physics
and Microlensing searches are described in Sec. VII.

II. SCIENCE CASE FOR A PROGRAM OF SMALL EXPERIMENTS

Given the wide range of possible dark matter candidates, it is useful to focus the search
for dark matter by putting it in the context of what is known about our cosmological history
and the interactions of the Standard Model, by posing questions like: What is the (particle
physics) origin of the dark matter particles’ mass? What is the (cosmological) origin of
the abundance of dark matter seen today? How do dark matter particles interact, both
with one another and with the constituents of familiar matter? And what other observable
consequences might we expect from this physics, in addition to the existence of dark matter?
Might existing observations or theoretical puzzles be closely tied to the physics of dark
matter? These questions have many possible answers — indeed, this is one reason why
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In principle, limits extend 
down to any mass



Take home message

• ‘WIMP’ direct detection experiments are pretty 
versatile dark matter detectors

• They are sensitive to any DM that gives ~keV energies 
This does not only have to be a WIMP

• Nuclear scattering is important, but also interesting is
- electron scattering
- mixed nuclear-electron signals


